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I am interested in automated methods for model selection - architecture selection, hyperparameter selection and optimizer
selection. To this end, I am developing DiMO (Differentiable Model Optimization): a novel technique for 1) model
optimization (i.e. model selection for a fixed dataset by improving the selected architecture, hyperparameters and custom
optimizers) and 2) meta-learning (i.e. automatic selection of model architectures for new tasks not observed during
training). The main idea of DiMO is to develop a framework (flexible for both meta-learning and model optimization)
that models the entire machine learning pipeline and minimize that objective directly with minimal hacks and tricks. The
hope is that by optimizing the objective directly - with minimal modifications - performance of constructed models can
be optimal and the search efficient, due to it’s differentiable formulation.
2 Background
Recently the design of neural network architectures has shifted from leveraging human knowledge to automatic methods.
These automatic methods are referred as Neural Architecture Search (NAS) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 11, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
Most of these methods are built upon one of the two basic algorithmic paradigms: reinforcement learning (RL) [15, 8, 16,
12, 6, 5] and evolutionary algorithm (EA) [17, 9, 4, 18, 10].
Due to the large amount of data/computation EA and RL methods require, modern techniques have instead switch
to perform architecture search with differentiable algorithms. The two current methods that lead this effort are: 1) Dif-
ferentiable Architecture Search (DARTS) [2] and 2) Neural Architecture Optimization (NAO) [3]. However, the search
and continuous representation for these two differentiable methods are different. DARTS relaxes the discrete architecture
space to a continuous one by a mixture model and utilizes gradient based optimization to derive the best architecture. To
select a final architecture DARTS simply assumes the best decision is the argmax of mixture weights. NAO however uses
an encoder to construct embeddings of the architecture search and performs recover of the architecture using a decoder.
These differentiable methods achieve SOTA (or extremely close) using up to 3 orders of magnitude less computation
e.g. DARTS achieves 8.7% with 4 GPU days while the best AmoebaNet-C achieves 7.6%, note all methods with RL/EA
achieve between 9-7.7 on imageNet for the mobile setting [2].
3 Motivation and expected contributions
The main motivations for DiMO are:
1. expand on the work of scalable NAS using a differentiable formulation and solidify it’s dominance over RL and EA
algorithms.
2. design a formulation for DiMO’s such that it’s truly end-to-end differentiable and therefore, optimize directly the
true objective of interest (without hacks or tricks or unexpected re-formulation). For example an unexpected re-
formulations, DARTS optimization is an approximation to the objective and the algorithm to solve it is comparable
to an alternating optimization instead of jointly solving for the weights and architecture. In addition DARTS uses
an argmax in the select of an architecture, which the optimization process is never made aware [2]. Similarly, NAO
also uses an objective function that does not resemble the standard flow of the standard machine learning pipeline
and therefore is unclear if it’s optimizing the desired objective [3].
3. to provide a highly modular system where every aspect of the system can be potentially trainable or not (including
the optimizer and the sampler)
4. to provide a single formulation that is flexible for both 1) model optimization (for a fixed task) and 2) meta-learning
1
3.1 Methods
In this section I will describe the formulation of DiMO (for single task optimization) and meta-DiMO (for meta-learning).
3.1.1 DiMO














d are the validation and train losses respectively for task d, A is the architecture space, W (a) is the
weight space for the model solving the current task indexed by d. The model returned by DiMO for solving task d will be
called base model (although, it is also commonly referred to as child model). Usually the minimization mina∈A is done
by humans and the inner optimization argminw∈W (a) for the base model is done by hand designed optimizers like SGD,
Adam, etc.
The formulation 1 does not make it obvious how to implement this is in an end-to-end fashion and therefore we
will change the notation and view everything instead as a composition of functions (without explicitly outlining the
minimizations). The flow of computation is as follows:
1. first we need to search for an architecture in A. This will be done with a decoder DecθD and will closely the decoder
of NAO.
2. then, we select an architecture a ∈ A. This step will be done by sampling an architecture form the embedding using
a sampler Sampler.
3. then we need to select the weights for that architecture using a differentiable optimizer OptθOpt
4. and finally, wlog, we evaluate the resulting base model LD
val
d so that we can back-propate through the whole system
(note that it is possible to use a performance predictor here instead of the real validation loss).





d (Optθopt(Sampler(DecθD (g(d))))) (2)
where g(d) is a function from a description of the task at hand to a real vector to initialize the decoder. As a first
prototype I will use a small random initialization, although it is possible to train this vector. Note that keep the notation
uncluttered I suppressed the fact that the optimizer is also a function of the train objective LD
Tr
d .
The design of DecθD and Optθopt will boil down to the design of neural networks. For the decoder DecθD we will
use NAO’s decoder as a first prototype. For Optθopt we will only train the learning rate for the first prototype.
Therefore, the goal of this work will be to show that this objective function is differentiable and the training of the
model search parameters result in good performing base models on the task at hand.
3.2 meta-DiMO














d , xnew), ynew) (3)
where the goal is to learn a learning procedure fφ(Dtrd , x) that given a new data set D
tr
d and unseen points xnew is to
have a low validation error on unseen targets values ynew ∈ Dvald .





d (Optθopt(Sampler(DecθD (g(d))))) (4)
by substituting Optθopt(DecθD (g(d))) for learning procedure fφ(D
tr
d , x).
Also note how by substituting fφ(Dtrd , xnew) with fθ−∇LDtrd (θ)(xnew) one recovers the well known Model Agnostic
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